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2022 is a special year, and your brand
awareness should be ON this Holiday Season
Due to the current uncertain time and inflation
scares all over Europe, 2022 holiday season
is predicted to be longer and more flat.
Users will be more cautious about their
choices and do more research, and price
comparison before making a purchase.
This is a an opportunity to highlight
to the users why your products or
brand are more valuable or showcase
better prices and/or holiday deals
or promotions.

’The sales of a brand are like the height at which
an airplane flies. Advertising spend is like its engines:
while the engines are running, everything is fine,
but, when the engines stop, the descent eventually starts.’
Simon Broadbent

Advertising during challenging times
can be very much to your benefit

Do not neglect your prospecting
activities

Not only because of lack of competition, but also
in terms of brand awareness - it can help project
stability and comfort your clients that even in
difficult times, your brand is still present and visible.

It is a fact, that plenty of consumers that normally
don’t shop online, are big spenders during
Christmas online shopping season.

Don't forget to check
the customer experiences
Celebrate With Your Customers
Update Content and Make Design Adjustments
Holiday Gifts

Check the CTA

Create a "holiday gifts" category
and highlight holiday-related
products on the homepage to
direct users to the categories they
are looking for or could potentially
be interested in.

Make sure your calls to action
are concise so users know exactly
what offer they are getting and
how to get it.

Change the look!

Special offers

Give the site a festive look by adding
visual elements i.e. holiday graphics,
colors and font styles.

Create special holiday offers to
encourage more sales of seasonal
products.

Create gift guides or categories

Create Landing Pages

Users don't want the hassle of shopping, make
the buying process easier for them by
categorizing gifts, e.g. "gifts for mom", "gifts
under $20". This will direct users right to the
categories they are looking
for without wandering around the site.

Create a dedicated landing page and
showcase a special product on it.
Use benefit language, add social proof
and add a call to action to the page.

Offer free shipping
and highlight this information
Shipping costs can make users abandon
their shopping cart. Offer them free
shipping and highlight it on your site
- this action will further encourage visitors
to shop on your site.

If your website lacks holiday
elements and content, you won't stir
up feelings of festivity among users
and won't encourage them to buy.

Provide Multiple
Payment Options
Today's users need flexibility. Having a
choice of payment options will allow
users to choose the payment method
that suits them best and reduce the
likelihood of cart abandonment due to
not having a payment method of their
choice.

Optimize the Mobile Site
Mobile traffic has grown tremendously in recent
years. According to research, 89% of consumer
activity takes place on mobile devices. If your
website is not mobile-friendly, you may lose
a significant number of users, so it's worth
optimizing it so you don't lose potential
customers who come to it.

Use Seasonal Keywords
Add keywords and phrases to your holiday
special products, this can make it easier for
users to find holiday products on your site.

Try these universal tips for
Holiday Season in Creatives Area:

01

Check out the creatives that
worked well for you last year.
Don't be afraid to use
proven creatives.

03

Stay up-to-date and take
advantage of current trends.
Adapt your creatives to
the latest trends and events.

02

Take inspiration from
competitors' actions of the
past year. Think through what
factors influenced their
success and apply them.

04

Reach out to new clients
and take care of existing
customers. Prepare different
creatives, with customized
messages.

Do as little as possible at the last
minute - prepare in advance.

05

Observe and be ready to act
pre-prepare adaptable templates
for graphics and videos to facilitate
quick creatives, if a new trend
appears or demand for a product
arises.

07

Take advantage of the power of
video. Consumers are 85% more
likely to buy a product after
watching a video about it.

06

Make sure to show the product
in use. Users want to know what
the product looks and feels like
in real life. This way you're showing
the user that you've got nothing to
hide and 'what you see is what you
get'.

08

Try to be authentic, show that
you can be trusted - well-liked.
The UGC form is the best way
to increase the bond with the
customer.

Check sources here: link1, link2

Show a visible % of the discount
the best is 30% or more!

09

Displaying limited free shipping
(another example of FOMO effect
usage, but so important, that we
made it a separate point). Almost
90% of shoppers mention free
shipping as a major incentive
to shop online.

10

Creatives with Social Proof are
a very good idea. If other people
share, engage or buy a product,
we want to do it too, so we’ll feel
a sense of belonging and will not
want to miss out.

11

Use video in your ad, either as
a background or something more
substantial.

12

Focus on mobile devices first,
then scale - if you can!

Check sources here: link1,

Make the customers feel like
they can’t miss out.
Place FOMO triggers on creatives.
Try to make a limited-time offer. Other FOMO
triggers: Deal Expiration, Low stock availability,
Saving Trigger, and Best Review.

Have you tried to use FOMO?
Holidays, as a rule, are urgent occasions. Finding the perfect gift each
time becomes more urgent the closer we get to the big day.
Fear of Missing Out helps boost sales. Creating urgency can be
effective in increasing the conversion rate.

Use FOMO triggers on your
website
Stock shortage: “Only 2 in stock!”
Timer: "There are 4 days left on offer!"
Rewards for early buyers: "The first 50
buyers will receive -10% on future purchases!"

Take advantage of urgent
marketing methods.
Try to use phrases like "offer ends soon,"
"for a limited time," "offer valid until
December 20," etc.

Check sources here: link1, link2, link3, link4

How to create
engaging organic content?
Use images and colors
that are related to Holiday

Create social media
gift guides

Ensure about being consistent with
your branding theme and strategy.
Read more here.

Be creative and think of a new way
to present your products. Ensure you
have optimized your shop feed on FB
or IG for easy on-platform purchasing.

Seasonal stories

Get personal

Examples that you can use to
involve your audience:
Quiz, Poll and ‘Ask a Question’

Perfect time for sharing personal
stories of your audience that show
other users’ engagement.

Remember about these few things
- it will help you to be better prepared
Logo and banner refreshes

Bio Update

Consider changing your profile
image and banners across all social
media platforms to a Christmas
version of your branding.

Update the information about
upcoming sales. Add in any festive
emojis, hashtags or information that
can help your following to be informed
and grow.

Winter posting times

Focus on engagement

Analyze the reports and statistics to
get the best insight into the times
your audience is most active.
Remember about lunch break
hours and after work hours.

With organic SM content, your focus
should be on customer engagement
and community building. It’s a chance
to open a dialogue with customers,
to answer questions, receive feedback,
and learn more about your
consumers.
Check sources here: link1, link2, link3

Get ready for Q5 period!
If you've never heard of Q5, this is the time! Advertisers
tend to turn off their ads between Christmas Eve and the new
year. Because of this, CPM and CPC costs go down!
And here comes the opportunity for cheaper traffic than usual,
and it can be justas converting as in the other parts of the year!

01

Test while you still have time for this!

Before you run ads during the holiday season, it would be great to
prepare for it as much as possible. One way to do this is to test the
best-performing creative formats (banner, animation, UGC, carousel)
and audiences (Broad, interests, best remarketing groups) before
running holiday ads.
Be prepared! For example, broad groups tend to perform quite well
now. If you haven't used them yet, test them out while there's still
time!

03

Take a look on these
Facebook Ads tips:

Be responsive on your social media DMs!

Customers may be stressed about whether the package
will arrive in time for Christmas Eve. This can create questions in the
minds of your recipients. Not only make sure your website shows
that packages will be shipped on time, but also be proactive on your
social media profiles, as you may receive questions about shipping
times.

02

Lead generation campaign
for Christmas VIP-list.

Advertisers love to have broad and valuable
email lists. Your customers love to feel special
and receive special information before
anyone else.
How do you combine the two?
Create a lead generation campaign that
gives your customers the opportunity
to sign up for a list from which they will
receive Christmas promo codes before
anyone else.

04

Prepare back-up ad accounts
and secure your BM and FB accounts

We depend on life insurance, so maybe we should also have
a contingency plan when our accounts are shot down? Meta ads
advertisers are divided into two groups - those who have
experienced an ad account blockage, or those who are yet to
experience it.
Regardless of which group you are in, you should make sure you
have a second account "just in case." Run some ads there, so your
spending limits will increase there, and you'll be sure you're
all set in case of an emergency. There is no worse time to block
an account than the holiday season. Also remember to secure
your accounts with two-factor authentication!

05

Decorate your social media

We decorate homes, streets, websites… So why don’t we
decorate our ads? Let your customers feel the Christmas spirit
with your creatives!

06

Target the warm audience
you've been cultivating all year!

BFCM and the holiday season are excellent times to reach broad
remarketing groups, people who already know your brand.
Here are some ideas for doing so.
people who have interacted with your Facebook/Instagram
in the last 180/365 days
people who have watched 75%/95% of your videos
in the last 180/365 days
people who went to your website in the last 180 days
people on your email list

Ring in the holidays early with Google Ads!
Plan your strategy ahead of time.
Don’t leave it for the last moment.

01

Review your budget and bidding strategy
People shop more during the holiday season than the rest of the year.
So, review your holiday budgets from last year and scope investment for
this year to capture the big uptick in seasonal demand.

02

Customize your ad copy

03

Boost your Remarketing campaigns

04

Focus on multichannel marketing

Including seasonal messages in ads tells your clients you have exactly
what they are looking for and that your offering is up-to-date.
Mentioning sales, discounts, and promotions is a plus and almost
indispensable during the holidays season

Remarketing is one of the most effective Google Ads campaigns and is
iperfectly suited for holiday shopping buying behavior.

We recommend using a holistic marketing approach that includes
Search, Performance Max, Discovery and YouTube

Turn your strategy into action
and increase your effectiveness!

Snow is falling...
let's feel the holiday spirit!

Limited-Time Offers
Entice Shoppers to Buy

Create a seasonality
adjustment

Add new asset groups
to PMax campaign:

Make your products sparkle.
Use holiday-themed images
and videos to make the best
impression and improve
product performance. Make
sure to add your assets or
creatives a few days before the
campaign launches to allow
enough time for approvals.

Attract attention to your ads
and free listings by adding
sale price annotations to all
your products that are
currently at a discounted price.
If you have special promotions,
such as a 15% off Thanksgiving
code, create a promotion in
Google Merchant Center so
potential customers can see
your offer details on Google.

Seasonality adjustments are
an advanced tool that can be
used to inform Smart Bidding
of expected changes in
conversion rates for future
events like promotions or
sales.

Do not create an entirely new
PMax campaign, the learning
phase will kill your results.
You’re best off adding new
asset groups to existing
Performance Max campaigns
or adding promotional assets
to the current asset groups.

Different formats?
Consuming content these days very often means using multiple
screens and environments, as well as various channels. The best way
to ensure you reach your customer is to craft a journey where the
user has multiple creative touchpoints within the same advertising
action. In programmatic, we have multiple options to do that
by leveraging different creative options.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

interest
video

consideration
video

intent
video

Storytelling for display
and video formats
Dynamic retargeting
Retargeting the user who has already visited your
website, with a personalised ad based on type
of product/service they’ve looked at before.

Targeting the user with a sequence of
images or videos, ranking from the top of
the funnel interest ones, down to the
bottom of the funnel, intent-focused
creative.

Programmatic tips
for Holiday Season

CTV ads
streaming devices are in heavy use during
Christmas, so make sure you’re covering all
channels with your video ads!

Native creatives
non-invasive ads that are adapting to
different formats and styles, fitting
seamlessly into the content of the page.
Great to combine this ad format with
strong content marketing strategy

Check sources here: link1, link2

Check out these SEO tips
and increase your visibility
Use universal phrases

Optimize your pages

Use only main phrases in your
URLs - don't use a yearly date.
This way, you can use the same
website every year. E.g. /blackfriday is better than /blackfriday-2022

For every holiday (Black Friday,
Halloween, New Year's Sale, etc.)
You should have a separate page
ready and optimized for the
event key phrase.

Don't throw your work away

Use the Indexation API

After the end of the season, hide
the event page instead of
deleting it, so it will be ready for
the next year.

If you only started to create an
event page, you can speed up
the indexation by using the
Indexation API

Ensure your local
business listings
are accurate.
Add holiday hours to your
Google Maps

Let's stay in touch!
We really like to share knowledge.
Have you found something valuable
for yourself? Great! Forward this ebook
and tag us on social media.
Do you have any additional
questions? Contact us!
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